Greater Synergy with Machine Controller

Fast Set-up

Omron NA series help improving a machine productivity.
The NA series features the advanced troubleshooter so that
the error details and recovery procedure are displayed on HMI.
It also makes a significant contribution to reducing a machine
startup time and downtime in machine maintenance.
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The troubleshooter displays and resets the followings such as the NJ/NX controller
errors, controller events, user-defined errors, and user events.
The dedicated troubleshooter screens are provided as standard features embedded in
the NA series, so you don’t need to create screens to use the feature.

Errors of specific function module
can be monitored.

Errors of multiple function modules can be
monitored at the same time.

Function modules that you can monitor:
PLC : common module, I/O Bus Master, I/O Bus Unit
Motion Control : Common, Axis, Axis Group
EtherNet/IP : Port1, Port2, CIP1, CIP2, TCP/IP
EtherCAT : Port, Master, Slave

The error details can also be monitored.
Supported version:
Sysmac Studio: Ver.1.13 or higher
NA system: Ver.1.02 or higher

More Useful Features [Troubleshooter]
ONE error management by integrating the NJ/NX series Controller and NA series HMI.
Previously, a special software is required when
checking the controller and device errors, and the
machine errors are checked on the alarm screen
that is created with HMI software.
Now, management of both machine and controller
errors are integrated with the troubleshooter. You
don’t have to create alarm screens but can easily
monitor the details of errors on the dedicated
screen embedded in NA system .

Simultaneous monitoring of the multiple controller errors.
Previously, only a single controller can be monitored with the
NJ troubleshooter of NS series HMI.
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Now, multiple NJ/NX series Controllers can be simultaneously
monitored with the NA series troubleshooter.
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Added functions to sort the alarm logs and capture screenshots.
A sort function is provided on the alarm log screen in the
NJ/NX troubleshooter of the NA series. You can
immediately search for any alarm from a large amount of
alarm logs.
In addition, the screens displayed on the NA-series can be
captured. This is useful to save information of the screen.

Various sorting
available.

Screen image can be captured
simply by clicking this button.
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